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> SUBVERSIVE ENGLISH I 

Terry L. Norton and Jonatha W. Vare 

Literature for Today's Gay and 

Lesbian Teens: Subverting the 

Culture of Silence 

University professors Terry L. Norton and Jonatha W. Vare recommend several books that provide 
positive, hopeful portrayals of contemporary gay and lesbian adolescents, their friends, and their 
families. They contend that using books such as these that depict the diversity of the population may 
lead to greater understanding and inclusion. 

M ore than three decades have passed 
since John Donovan's 1969 gay- 
themed novel I'll Get There. It Better 
Be Worth the Trip first appeared. Al- 

though a milestone because of its purported taboo 

content, the work received criticism because it im- 

plicitly reinforced negative societal views of homo- 

sexuality. Literature for gay and lesbian young adults, 
however, has changed significantly during the inter- 

vening years to subvert unflattering images and pro- 
vide more hopeful depictions for an audience still 
vulnerable to overt and covert homophobia. 

Earlier Literature for Gay 
and Lesbian Teens 
In 1976, Frances Hanckel and John Cunningham 
noted that in four groundbreaking novels containing 
discussions of homosexuality the main characters 
were all male and that one significant character died 
in each book: John Donovan's 1969 I'll Get There. It 
Better Be Worth the Trip; Isabelle Holland's 1972 The 
Man without a Face; Lynn Hall's 1972 Sticks and 
Stones; and Sandra Scoppettone's 1974 Trying Hard to 
Hear You. These works left readers with the overall 

impression that homosexuality led to a dire outcome 
and that being gay had no lasting importance, that 
it was just a phase one might pass through during 
adolescence (532-33). 

In a 1984 article published in EnglishJournal, 
David E. Wilson analyzed seven books accessible to 

gay and lesbian young adults and found more posi- 
tive depictions of homosexuality presented to this 
audience (see fig. 1). Wilson concluded that in four 

of the seven selections--Annie on My Mind; Dance on 

My Grave; Young, Gay, and Proud; and One Teenager in 

Ten-gay and lesbian young adults could find needed 
and deserved "affirmation" (62). He also concluded 
that "more books with healthy, happy homosexual 
characters need to be written, published, and made 
available to young adults" (62). 

In contrast to Wilson's literary sampling, none 
of the books in Hanckel and Cunningham's discus- 
sion contained much that was life-affirming for po- 
tential readers. However, both articles expressed a 
need for more books with positive content. 

The Reality of Lives Lived by Gay 
and Lesbian Youth 

As Dennis A. Anderson notes, perhaps the major de- 

velopmental crisis faced by gay and lesbian adoles- 
cents occurs when they attempt to establish an 

identity in a society that devalues their sexual orien- 
tation (20-21). Devaluation may take the form of den- 

igration. Through defaming or vilifying members of 

FIGURE 1. David E. Wilson's List (1984) 

Sasha Alyson, ed., Young, Gay, and Proud (1980) 
Aidan Chambers, Dance on My Grave (1982) 
B. A. Ecker, Independence Day (1983) 
Aaron Fricke, Reflections of a Rock Lobster (1981) 

Nancy Garden, Annie on My Mind (1982) 
Ann Heron, ed., One Teenager in Ten (1983) 
Edmund White, A Boy's Own Story (1982) 
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minorities perceived as other than "normal," a term 
often equated with "preferable," majority groups pre- 
serve their sense of status and acceptability. A more 
subtle form of devaluation is silence. It partakes of 

what the French social anthro- 

pologist Pierre Bourdieu calls 

"symbolic violence," that is, the 

"gentle, hidden form which vi- 
olence takes when overt vio- 
lence is impossible" (196). 
Whereas denigration is an open 
strategy to condemn or harm, 
silence is covert in its lack of ac- 

knowledgment that others exist 
who are different from what the 

majority prefers. Its technique is to ignore and 

thereby to marginalize and delegitimize persons ex- 
cluded (Fine and Weis 1). Ultimately, silencing is 

power and control masked in another guise. 
Despite the fact that numerous books have ap- 

peared about gay and lesbian young adults since 
Donovan's 1969 work, this group still faces overt and 
covert homophobia. Harmful consequences for this 

population include depression; inadequate school per- 
formance; truancy; dropping out of school; running 
away from home; substance abuse; treatment by men- 
tal health professionals, including hospitalization for 

psychiatric disorders; suicide attempts and comple- 
tion; being victims of hate and violence; and in- 
creased risk for HIV infection and AIDS (Vare and 
Norton 328-29). 

Expectations for Today's Literature 

Books today may reflect the kinds of difficulties doc- 
umented above that are faced by gay and lesbian 
teens. Nonetheless, precisely because these societal 

problems have not disappeared, young adult books 
for this audience should possess life-affirming char- 
acteristics advocated for, but often absent from, the 
literature published in the '60s,'70s, and '80s. Below 
are some recommendations for what the content of 
such literature should contain. While no one book 
should bear the burden of all the suggestions, teach- 
ers should ensure that adolescent readers have access 
to these resources. 

Certainly realistic selections should offer posi- 
tive role models to readers and should contain, within 
a context of literary quality, issues relevant to gay and 
lesbian teens, as Dennis Sumara has posited (30-31). 

Through defaming or 

vilifying members of 
minorities perceived as 
other than "normal," a 

term often equated with 
"preferable," majority 
groups preserve their 

sense of status and 

acceptability. 

That is, books should have well-developed characters, 
logical plots, believable settings, appropriate writing 
style, and worthy themes. Resolutions to problems 
should be plausible or, as George Calhoun Jr. has 
stated in discussing guidelines for bibliotherapy, 
books "should be realistic, honest, and entail goals 
that are reachable" (942). Wilson has suggested that 
books should contain diverse portrayals of gays and 
lesbians and thereby accurately reflect that they are 
as diverse a population as heterosexuals (62). 

One important way to affirm sexual orienta- 
tion and identity is for books to promote inclusion, 
showing gays and lesbians as part of the everyday 
pattern of life. Such an approach provides validation 

through the characters' nonemphatic visibility, an un- 

derlying premise in literature regarding heterosexu- 
als. By no means, however, should selections present 
homosexuality within the sole setting of AIDS. As 

John D. Anderson has noted, such presentation "is 

inadequate and dishonest, and it can easily lead het- 
erosexual students to view this horrible disease as 

simply a problem for gay people" (154). The books 
discussed below offer positive, realistic depictions of 

gay and lesbian youth as they struggle to form iden- 
tities within homophobic settings. 

Some Recommended Titles 

Geography Club by Brent Hartinger 
(New York: Harper, 2003) 

No one is "out" at Goodkind High School, and Rus- 
sel Middlebrook believes he is the only gay teen at 
the school. Then Russel locates a gay peer, Kevin 

Land, in an online chat room. Soon after, Russel learns 
that his female friend, Min, is bisexual and has a les- 
bian relationship with Terese. Together with Min's 
gay friend, Ike, the five teens form a support group 
whose true identity is hidden from other students at 
Goodkind High by its name, the "Geography Club." 
Russel joins the baseball team with the handsome 
and popular Kevin, and the two develop a secret ro- 
mantic relationship. After Russel hits a home run and 
he, too, begins to enjoy sudden popularity, several 
crises occur. First, Russel's friend, Gunnar, arranges 
heterosexual double dates for the two of them, and 
Russel encounters pressure from his date, Trish, to 
have sex. Next, the male athletes mercilessly torment 
and humiliate Brian Bund, the lone social outcast in 
the school. Min urges the Geography Club to accept 
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Brian as a member, but Kevin, Terese, and Russel re- 
sist. Later, sensing identification with Brian's plight, 
Russel befriends the outcast and jeopardizes his ro- 
mantic relationship with Kevin. The final chapters 
describe the process by which Russel makes the dif- 
ficult choices that resolve his identity crisis and de- 
termine the direction of his future friendships. 

Gravel Queen by Tea Benduhn 
(New York: Simon, 2003) 

This story of friendship ahd emerging sexual iden- 

tity revolves around a small clique of teenage adoles- 
cents comprising two females, Aurin and Kenney, 
and their male companion, Fred. Aurin and Kenney 
appear to be best friends, but Aurin silently finds 
some of Kenney's personality characteristics distaste- 
ful. Although Fred is openly gay with Aurin and 

Kenney, he disguises his sexual orientation with 
others and is cautious about disclosing his identity 
to new friends. Fred harbors a secret crush on a good- 
looking athlete named Grant, and early in the novel 
the group enlarges the clique, accepting Grant and 
his cousin, Neila, into its social circle. Kenney serves 
as matchmaker, and Fred soon learns that Grant is at- 
tracted to him as well. To her surprise, Aurin realizes 
that she is sexually attracted to Neila, who encourages 
a romance to develop between them. When Aurin re- 
veals her sexual orientation and breaks off her friend- 

ship with Kenney, Kenney is devastated by the loss. 
After a good deal of introspection and reflection, 
Aurin and Kenney realize that they value their friend- 

ship and make amends. The developing romance 
between Aurin and Neila and the complications be- 
tween Aurin and Kenney provide interest, but the 
author's frequent use of hypothetical movie scripts as 
a characterization technique may require intertextual 
connections possessed by more advanced readers. 

How I Fell in Love and Learned to Shoot 
Free Throws by Jon Ripslinger 
(Brookfield: Roaring Brook, 2003) 

Danny Henderson plays multiple sports at Big River 
High School in eastern Iowa, but his mediocre shoot- 
ing skill in basketball gives him an excuse to see the 
object of his desire, Angel McPherson. Called "Stone 
Angel," she is new to the school but has rapidly es- 
tablished her reputation as a talented basketball player 
and earned a nickname reflecting her icy coolness and 
aloofdemeanor. When Danny asks Angel to give him 
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lessons in shooting free 
throws, she reluctantly 
agrees but breaks her 
ankle in a collision with 

Danny at their first prac- 
tice session. At Angel's 
home, Danny meets her 
mother and "Aunt 
Diane." Danny's father 
warns him to stay away 
from Angel, but he pur- 
sues her with determina- 

tion, and she agrees to carry on a clandestine 

relationship. Soon Danny learns the reason behind 

Angel's stony silence and secretive behavior. Diane is 

really the third lover of Angel's mother, and the two 
live together in a lesbian relationship. After Danny 
tells his father, the secret is overheard by others, and 

Angel's high school peers ridicule Danny and Angel 
with accusations and name-calling. Both Danny and 

Angel have an additional secret, however, and they re- 
alize that honesty is fundamental to a trusting rela- 

tionship. Once Danny and Angel share their deeply 
hidden secrets with one another, they find a sense of 
freedom and learn that friends and family support 
their open romance. 

Keeping You a Secret by Julie Anne Peters 
(New York: Little, 2003) 

As a high school senior, Holland Jaeger seems to have 
it all. She is smart, athletic, talented, and president 
of the student body. To top it off, her boyfriend, Seth, 
is a popular, academically successful student-body 
leader as well. For several months Seth and Holland 
have shared a sexual relation- 

ship that appears to be headed 
for a future, long-term com- 
mitment. Then Holland meets 
Cecelia Goddard, a new student 
in her art class, and things begin 
to change. First, Holland dis- 
covers that she has a real talent 
for drawing, and Mr. McElwain, her teacher, encour- 

ages her to pursue career-related studies in art. Sec- 

ond, Holland realizes that she is intensely attracted 
to Cece, a lesbian who proudly proclaims her sexual 
orientation by wearing slogans on T-shirts and at- 

tempting to start an LGBT club at their high school. 
As Holland waffles between her commitment to Seth 

That is, books should 
have well-developed 
characters, logical plots, 
believable settings, 
appropriate writing style, 
and worthy themes. 
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and attraction to Cece, she reflects deeply on her life 
and recalls her past attractions to other girls. Until 
this point, Holland has never acted on her desires. As 
sex with Seth becomes more and more dissatisfying, 
Holland resolves to make a romantic connection with 
Cece and break off the relationship with Seth. Cece 

reciprocates Holland's feelings but urges Holland to 

keep her identity closeted to keep her safe from 
ridicule and torment by others. To their dismay, 
someone outs Holland, and she appears to lose every- 
one but Cece. Hurt by their breakup, Seth refuses to 
be friends, and Holland's female friends, in whom she 
has not confided, ignore her as well. A devastating 
blow comes when Holland's mother forces her to 
leave their home, and she has to seek shelter at a safe 
house for the homeless. An especially valuable aspect 
of the novel is the realistic and understanding por- 
trayal of the process of disclosure that Holland and 
Cece face each time they must decide when and how 
to reveal their identities to another person. 

Kissing Kate by Lauren Myracle 
(New York: Dutton, 2003) 

Lissa and Kate have been 
best friends for four years 
before the night they at- 
tend a party, drink a bit 
too much, and kiss in a se- 
cluded gazebo. After that 

night, an awkward ten- 
sion prevents the two 
from resuming their for- 
mer friendship. While 
Lissa struggles with her 

strong feelings for Kate, 
she meets a new friend, Kimberly, who creates her 
own nickname, "Ariel," to match her offbeat appear- 
ance and personality. At first Kate resists Ariel's 

friendly overtures, thinking that the two girls have 
little in common. Then Ariel introduces Lissa to her 
male friend, Finn, and the three teens begin to hang 
out together. When Finn asks Lissa out for pizza, she 

agrees to go but realizes that they can only be friends. 
Kate pressures Lissa to resume their friendship, and 

things between them come to a head. Lissa reveals the 

strength of her desire for Kate, but Kate insists that 
she cannot respond in a romantic way. Lissa is dis- 

traught and turns to Ariel for emotional comfort, con- 

fiding her secret crush on Kate. Ariel shares a secret, 
too, telling Lissa that she really likes Finn. As the two 

a 

girls deepen their friendship, Ariel helps Lissa to re- 
alize that she can use her dreams to discover lessons 
that help her cope with the pain of unrequited love. 

Stitches by Glen Huser 
(Toronto, ON: Groundwood, 2003) 

Travis lives with his Aunt 
Kitaleen, Uncle Mike, 
and younger cousins in a 
trailer park on the out- 
skirts of a small Midwest- 
ern town. The son of an 
absent father, Travis sees 
his mother, Gentry, infre- 

quently when she returns 
to town from road trips 
as a singer for a country- 
and-western band. Travis 

is an artistic, sensitive, and perceptive youth who as- 

pires to become a professional puppeteer. Shon Docker 
and other school bullies notice Travis's differences, 
take delight in tormenting him, and make him afraid 
to be caught alone. While attending Mavis Buttley 
Junior High School, Travis is fortunate to encounter 
both English and home economics teachers who en- 

courage his abilities to write plays, design costumes, 
and sew outfits for dolls made into puppets. Another 
characteristic that highlights Travis's differences from 
his peers is that his best friend is a girl, Chantelle, a 
social outcast who has been physically disabled since 
birth. Chantelle shares Travis's love and talent for 
drama, and together they make plans to stage a pup- 
pet performance of A Midsummer Night's Dream for 

ninth-grade graduation. A crisis occurs when Shon 
and a gang of bullies capture Travis and cause him 

physical harm, but Chantelle's brothers come to 
Travis's rescue and the bullies receive their well- 
deserved, legal consequences. A related undercurrent 

throughout the novel is Travis's gradual realization 
that he is attracted to other males. The story con- 
cludes with Gentry's supporting her son's move to a 

large city, where he attends a fine arts school and be- 

gins to develop close male friendships. 

What Happened to Lani Garver by Carol 
Plum-Ucci (San Diego: Harcourt, 2002) 
Carol Pluni-Ucci's second novel is an intriguing, hon- 
est portrayal of complex teenage issues as they occur in 
an island town in the Northeast. Claire McKenzie is a 

popular high school cheerleader whose junior high 

CLEt HUSER 
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bout with leukemia is in remission. However, Claire's 
recent development of a mild eating disorder has led 
to weight loss and a sudden onset of dizzy spells. When 
Claire begins to entertain secret worries about a recur- 
rence of cancer, she fortuitously meets Lani Garver, an 
unusual new student. Lani is strangely attractive, but 
his androgynous features generate curiosity and prej- 
udicial behavior from the student body. Claire in- 

tuitively senses that Lani is a kindred spirit and 

immediately befriends him. The enigmatic Lani recip- 
rocates by taking her to seek medical and psychologi- 
cal help in a large city close to the island. A mystical 
overtone enters the story when a medical worker com- 
pares Lani to a type of angel who floats among humans 
to make their lives better. Events do turn out well for 
Claire as she learns that her cancer is still in remission, 
gains psychological help in combating her eating dis- 
order, and makes new urban friends who share her mu- 
sical talent and interest. Lani, however, does not fare as 
well. Claire discovers that Lani's embattled history in- 
cludes running away from home to escape discrimina- 
tion and torment, and the past begins to repeat itself 
on Hackett Island. A group of male bullies is led by 
Tony Clementi, a closeted gay teen who secretly propo- 
sitions Lani but openly claims that Lani has solicited 
sex from him. The story climaxes when the group of 
bullies attempts to drown Claire and Lani. Although 
Claire escapes and each of the bullies reaps his own par- 
ticular type of justice, Lani's fate is never definitively 
resolved. Claire is left with a copy of Lani's favorite 
book, the rare and expensive Andovenes' Angels, as a me- 
mento of her unusual friend. 

Conclusion 

This sampling of recent titles represents a balance of 
male and female characters and is refreshing in the por- 
trayals of gay and lesbian teens facing challenges of 

growing up that many adolescents experience. The 
works honestly depict complications deriving from re- 

lationships among peers, whether platonic or roman- 
tic, or conflicts arising among young adults and 
parents or caretakers. Furthermore, the books do not 
sugarcoat social settings such as schools where these 
stories primarily take place. Characters who are out 
about their orientation, whether voluntarily or not, fre- 

quently face rejection by heterosexual peers or parents; 
one character has to seek shelter in a house for the 
homeless. Bullying also can become a serious problem. 
However, the novels show for the most part the suc- 
cessful resolution of identity crises by the major char- 
acters. Each story concerns isolation, disclosure, and 
varying degrees of inclusion that derive from inner 
strength and peer support. Unlike many of the books 
of an earlier time, these newer ones do not preordain 
their gay and lesbian characters to tragic outcomes. 

While literature may not eliminate homopho- 
bia nor alleviate the risks stemming from it, well- 
written books may help subvert the culture of silence 
still current in many school environments and offer 
a supportive framework for self-understanding by gay 
and lesbian teens. Moreover, books such as the ones 
discussed here may help heterosexual students who 
are homophobic question their traditional assump- 
tions in order to lead lives not bound and threatened 
by prejudices and fears. These recent works will gen- 
erally affirm the lives of gay and lesbian teens and 
may expand the horizons of their heterosexual peers. 
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